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the patient had an uneventful recovery after the operation and was allowed to walk with a knee brace at 3weeks postoperatively. at
4weeks postoperatively, he started functional rehabilitation including partially weight-bearing exercise with wire removal at 8weeks
postoperatively. at the final follow-up at 18months postoperatively, radiographs showed healing of the tibial plateau fracture with

anatomical restoration of the joint surface (fig. 2 ). the patient returned to his prior level of work. a stable joint had been obtained, and
the quadriceps tendon strength was grade 5/5. the patient was able to walk without any complaints and returned to his normal life at

the final follow-up at 18months postoperatively. at the final follow-up, the ikdc score of the injured knee was 85. written informed
consent for the case report was obtained from the patient and his family. the main strength of this study is the homogeneity of the
patients, with a single surgeon and follow-up. also, the series was large, with the largest series of tibial plateau fractures treated

surgically to date in which patients were specifically evaluated with respect to return to work and the time taken to achieve this. this is
the first study to evaluate the return to work and time taken to achieve this in a consecutive cohort of patients after surgical fixation of
a tibial plateau fracture. in this study, the return-to-work-rate was 62%, of which the majority (82%) returned to full or modified duty,
and the time needed to return to work was 5.2weeks. of the patients not working, the main reason was that they were unable to work

due to pain (41%) or psychological issues (27%). the mean follow-up was 32.5months, and no complication occurred in the
postoperative follow-up period. considering the promising results of this study, we believe that the method described herein is an

excellent method of treatment of a tibial plateau fracture. it shows good functional outcome and is able to avoid problems associated
with conservative treatment. 5ec8ef588b
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